
SperottoRimar

Do you need water to 
clean your fabrics?

We do not!

NOVA
  

water-free cleaning 
machines



Nova EcoHot

Nova EcoKnit

NOVA
Dry to dry continuous
water - free cleaning ranges 
 
Water is precious

Water shortage in the 
world is a big issue. Its 
industrial usage and 
its purification has a 
tremendous impact on 
the economy and the 
ecology worldwide.

Sperotto Rimar is on 
top of the development 
and the application 
of a cleaning medium 
whose characteristics 
are excellent for this 
operation taking 
care of the most 
severe environmental 
regulations.

Sperotto Rimar offers 
with NOVA an eco-
nomical and ecological 
machine range to 
scour grey fabrics and 
to clean fabrics after 
dyeing or printing.
The dry to dry tech-
nology facilitates an 
excellent cleaning 
performance for all 
kinds of woven and 
knitted fabrics made 
of stretch, synthetics, 
wool and its blends.



NOVA
A real ecological alternative
Why wasting water? 
 
There are not many alternatives to
substitute water during the finishing process.
But if we have one, we should try it.

Sperotto Rimar 
delivers since many 
years an industrial 
solution using 
perchloroethylene as a 
cleaning medium

Why?

- the system is safely   
  sealed
- the solvent is re- 
  cycled continuously
- no environmental  
  pollution
- no waste water
- full compliance with 
  the strict / stringent  
  environmental 
  regulations of Japan,    
  EU, USA and 
  Switzerland

- low energy consumption 
  is only 11.3 % of water
- minimal solvent  
  consumption (< 2%)
- no use of chemicals 
  (caustic soda, surfactants)
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lint filter in dryer section

easy maintenance: shower unit and below 
suction unit

Main 
Sectors

- underwear
- active wear
- automotive textiles
- upholstery fabrics
- technical textiles
- wollen fabrics and
  blends

Main  
Applications

- scouring of grey wo-    
  ven or knitted fabrics. 
  before thermofixa-  
  tion or dyeing / print- 
  ing
- scouring of finished   
  fabrics to remove  
  unfixed dye-stuff
  to eliminate resi-    
  dues (stains, poly-  
  propylene)

Main 
Materials

- natural or man made  
  fibres with elasto- 
  mers
- synthetics like PES,  
  PES/PA, PA/Lycra
- wool and its blends  
  like Wo/PES,  
  Wo/PAC including   
  elastomers Maintenance

All NOVA models do 
not require special 
maintenance or 
cleaning.
Only a weekly 
surveillance of filters, 
sprayers and suction 
devices has to be 
performed. All key 
points are of easy 
access.



Why to invest in NOVA?
 
With Nova the pay back period is reasonable
due to the following aspects:

- extreme reduction of   
  second qualities and  
  waste fabrics
- reduced energy con-
  sumption particularly
  refered to heating 
  energy

- avoid additional  
  drying (dry to dry 
  process) as in the 
  case of water scour-
  ing

- minimize oil pollution  
  on the stenter frames  
  thus less stops due  
  to cleaning / mainte- 
  nance

- water only used for  
  indirect cooling
- reduced steam  
  consumption 
- beside of solvent  
  replenishment no 
  additional chemical 
  costs

NOVA
200/250

Washing
 range  I

Washing
range II

Water

Steam

Electrical Power

Auxiliaries

Man Power Washing

Water Discharge

Sludge Removal

Solvent Recovery

Drying Thermo Energy

Drying Electrical Energy

Man Power Drying

Add. Cleaning with Emulsifier

Total Production 365'095 558'638 646'857

Cost Index 100 153 177

Investment Index 100 135 150

Cost /
Unit

Annual cost comparison NOVA against
aquous systems



The Principle 
 
How does it work?

The NOVA treatment 
is a dry to dry proc-
ess. The NOVA is 
composed by a scour-
ing section equipped 
with powerful counter 
flow spraying nozzles, 
a drying compartment 
and a final deodoriz-
ing unit which elimi-
nates the residual 
solvent on the fabric.
The extracted resi-
dues are collected 
as sludge after the 
distillation and can 
easily be disposed.

Machine modules
All NOVA models 
show the following 
composition: 
 

- entrance and scour- 
  ing section
- drying compartment
- deodorization unit  
  and exit

Service modules:
- distillation units
- carbon filter unit
- water depuration unit





Nova EcoKnit

Machine models
at a glance 

General technical data:

working width       1’800 – 3’500 mm
mechanical speed       5 – 60 m/min
connected load       53 – 124 kW
average steam consumption   500 – 1’200 kg/h
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Nova EcoWarp
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NOVA EcoKnit 
 

- circular knits
- excellent removal of spinning oils
- outstanding shrinkage
- optimal for scouring fabrics made for
  underwear, swimwear, gym wear, sportswear
  and all kinds of active wear



 
 
 
 
Features: 

- gentle transport of  
  the fabric in the  
  washing and drying  
  section by means of  
  conveyor belts
 
 
- easy access to all  
  nozzles for cleaning  
  purposes

 
- overfeeding system    
  to stimulate the fabric  
  shrinkage

- suction under slight    
  depression

- high efficiency drier   
  with selvedge un- 
  curling capability
  

- high power deodori- 
  zation unit



NOVA EcoWarp

- warp knitted and woven fabrics with elastomer content
- excellent removal of oils and oligomers
- prevents yellowing in the subsequent thermofixation process
- outstanding guidance of the fabric
- reduction clearing process for dyed woven fabrics

Applications:

- especially suitable 
  for polyamide / elas-
  tomer and polyester / 
  elastomer warp-
  knitted fabrics like 
  swimwear, sports-
  wear, lingerie and 
  high-tech garments

- in the woven sector:
  pes / viscose
  pes / viscose / lycra
  pes / lycra



Features:

- accurate control 
  of the fabric tension 
  throughout the proc-
  ess

- a perforated drying 
  drum to extract and 
  force the circulating 
  air across the fab-
  ric and thus ensure 
  high-drying efficiency,
  even with dense 
  fabric construction

- high power deodori-
  zation unit



scouring unit filters

centrtifugal separator

carbonfilter unit

Services 
 

Service units

The service units have 
the task to fully clean 
PER from the oil and 
to recycle it to the 
washing unit.
The evaporated PER 
is clean and is later 
condensated. The 
self-cleaning carbon 
filters absorb PER 
in the first stage 
and release it in the 
second stage. The 
required steam is 
condensated and 
cleaned through the 
water depurator.

The air coming from 
the deodorization 
unit passes through 
specially designed 
carbon filters which 
absorb PER contained 
in the air. This is 
then sent back to the 
machine, thus closing 
the circuit.

The depuration unit  
cleans the water 
coming from the clean 
solvent separation 
tank.



waste water treatment: output PER content 
below 2 ppm

secondary distiller: sludge 
concentration unit

primary distillation unit: pre-heating



Santex AG
Fliegeneggstrasse 9
CH-9555 Tobel, Switzerland
Phone: +41 71 918 66 66
Fax: +41 71 918 66 00
santex@santex.ch
www.santex-group.com

Sperotto Rimar srl
Via G.Galilei 3
IT-36034 Malo (VI), Italy
Phone: +39 0445 598 700
Fax: +39 0445 607 760
sales@sperottorimar.it

Santex (Shanghai)
Textile Machinery Co. Ltd.
No. 609, Tiang Ying Road
Qing Pu District
201712 Shanghai, China
Phone: +86 21 5922 8252
Fax: +86 21 5922 8260
info@santex.com.cn

American Santex Inc.
105 Corporate Drive, Suite D-1
Spartanburg, SC 29303, USA
Phone: +1 864 574 7222
Fax: +1 864 574 0804
amsantex@amsantex.com
www.santex-group.com

Santex Engineering India Pvt. Ltd.
1-B Kumaran Illam
Vijaya Shree Gardens
Uppilipalyam Post
Coimbatore-641015(TN), INDIA
Phone: +91 (0)422 2572734
 +91 (0)422 2572913
Fax: +91 (0)422 2572713


